I have been studying Mesozoic igneous events in eastern North America since the
early 1970s, and my first visit to the island of Grand Manan was in 1987. Over the
years we have learned a lot about the great volcanic features of the region, including
the ones we see on Grand Manan. But as always, the more we learn, the more
questions we find to ask. One question I am often asked is how the unusual
structures of the ocean cliffs of Seven Days Work were formed. That is part and parcel
of the origin of the great Bay of Fundy flood basalt, which will be the subject of this
photo essay.
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Under the waters of the Bay of Fundy lie thick deposits of Mesozoic sandstone and
basaltic lava flows. These are partly exposed along the western shore of Nova Scotia
as well as in parts of New Brunswick, especially on the island of Grand Manan. The
regions where Mesozoic formations are preserved are called basins. The lavas flowed
from enormous fissure volcanoes across the Late Triassic landscape. Today the
fissures are marked by dikes of dolerite, frozen in fractures that originally extended
upward from the mantle to the surface of the earth.
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Basalt is the most abundant type of lava worldwide, and it is the dense grey volcanic
rock common in Hawaii, Iceland, Grand Manan, and the ocean crust! Before it
reaches the surface, lava is referred to as magma, and when cooled in a dike, basaltic
magma is called dolerite. Its technical name is tholeiite, and it is the same rock
whether in a dike or in a lava flow. Even geologists get confused by the many rock
names, so don’t feel bad if you do too.
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The dikes in southern New Brunswick appear to be the fissure volcano sources for the
thick “flood basalt” of the Fundy and Grand Manan Basins, which still contain at least
6,600 cubic km of lava – the world’s largest known lava flow. My explanation for how
the different parts of this flood basalt formed depends on its great size, very unlike
more typical lavas. The dikes are named “Ministers Island” and “Lepreau River” after
locations where you can see them.
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The Dark Harbour Basalt on the western shore of Grand Manan flowed over silt and
mud that later became the Dwellys Cove Formation. Unlike complicated igneous rock
names, we can call these sedimentary rocks siltstone and mudstone, and identifying
them is easy! At that time, the Fundy Basin had wide shallow ephemeral lakes called
playas, which dried up most years in the semi-arid and very hot climate of the Triassic
Period. The same basalt is found across the bay along North Mountain in Nova Scotia,
where it has a very precise radiometric date of 201.38 million years.
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The great fissure eruptions around the Fundy Basin were much larger than any in
modern times. Here is a photo of the Krafla fissure eruption in Iceland, where a dike
of basalt has reached the surface and poured out across the area. The plume of
steam and ash from the eruption carries poisonous chlorine and fluorine, as well as
carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and other volatiles. The gases could and probably did
cause world-wide environmental catastrophes from fissure eruptions as large as the
ones in the Fundy region.
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About 60 meters of columnar Dark Harbour Basalt are exposed at Southwest Head,
which provides the name for this lowest unit: the Southwest Head Member. As
shown by the near-vertical cooling columns, the basalt is mainly sub-horizontal, but
with gentle synclinal structures that may be several kilometers wide. The columns
formed when the thick lava flow shrank and cracked as it hardened. Basaltic dikes
show columns too, but they are perpendicular to the dike walls since the magma
cooled in those directions instead of up and down. This member is found along most
of the southern and western shoreline.
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A pile of thinner lava flows each 1 to 3 meters thick (or more) are exposed at Seven
Days Work, which provides the name of the middle member of the Dark Harbour
Basalt. Seven Days was supposed to be the time needed to form seven visible layers,
but there are at least 19 lava flows here. The flows show abundant vesicles or gas
bubbles, now filled by interesting zeolites and other minerals. This member is also
found at Indian Beach, Seal Cove, Deep Cove, and Bradford Cove.
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The quartz-related minerals in the Seven Days Work member include gem-quality
silicates. Here a pod of purple amethyst and yellow chalcedony is rimmed by bluegreen aventurine and dark green celadonite. Jasper, agate, onyx, and a large group of
zeolite minerals are also found. They crystallized from very hot fluids in gas bubbles
and cracks in the lava.
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Gas bubbles often streamed upward within the lavas to form tubes, which later filled
with white zeolite minerals. These are called pipe amydules. The photo shows a large
boulder that is nearly overturned so the base of the lava is to the upper left, and the
tubes flowed toward the lower right.
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There are several thin dikes and sills of dolerite that intruded the flows from below,
showing that the Southwest Head Member was at least partly liquid after the thin
flows had cooled above it. Here a lava tube and dike are partly eroded into a small
cave. The dike continues above the tube through the cliff to the upper left.
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Near Whale Cove the lowest lava flow of Seven Days Work sits on the top of the
Southwest Head Member. They are at the southern limb of a gentle synclinal fold or
sag, and at this end the layers dip to the right or toward the northwest. The lava flows
were nearly horizontal when they formed, as was the top of the lower member that
they sit on. It also looks like the Southwest Head lava flowed into and between flows
at the bottom of the seven Days Work Member. It must have still been liquid when
Seven Days Work were forming. These features are clues!
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The Seven Days Work Member is present along part of Indian Beach, where a
particularly thick and massive flow can be followed along the cliff. Toward the south it
tilts up quite a bit, as seen here. Because it was liquid and the flow thickness is
almost constant, originally it must have been horizontal and the tilt occurred later.
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After a half km or so, the base of this same flow abruptly turns and cuts through the
thin flows beneath it in a large dike. Note the person for scale. The lava shows cooling
columns perpendicular to the dike walls. Of course, the lava did not turn and go down
– it moved up the dike and out onto the ancient surface to make the flow. We are
seeing a cross section of the volcanic fissure where dike magma erupted to become
lava. In addition, because the lava flow was tilted later, the dike must be tilted too.
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If we turn the same image to make the flow about horizontal, the dike becomes
almost vertical – its original orientation. The red arrows show the directions in which
the magma filled the dike and flowed out onto the surface. This incredible exposure
of a dike becoming a flow is not quite unique among the Mesozoic volcanic features
of eastern North America, as there is also one with a similar magma type in southern
Connecticut.
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Overlying the Seven Days Work Member is the Ashburton Head Member, which like
the lower member is a single thick and mostly columnar basalt flow. Unlike the
Southwest Head Member, the upper part of this member shows features of an
entablature, which is sort of a cap of contorted columnar basalt formed on top of
large basaltic lava flows.
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So, putting it all together in a series of cartoon cross sections: around 201 million
years ago, large fissure dikes of basaltic magma erupted to make a great flood basalt
of quartz tholeiite, which filled the wide Triassic lowlands that we know as the Grand
Manan and Fundy Basins.
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A rough but solid crust rich in gas bubbles soon formed the surface of this giant lava
lake, even while the dike continued to flow into and “inflate” the body of lava. You
could probably have walked on this surface, much like over thick lava flows and small
lava lakes we sometimes see in Hawaii. But it would have been very hot and smelly!
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As more and more lava filled the Fundy lava lake, gas bubbles collected under the
crust to make a zone or layer of buoyant basalt. As the lava crust rose and shifted the
gas-rich lava broke through via a series of dikes and sills, forming multiple flows of the
Seven Days Work Member. These lavas were quite fluid and could flow considerable
distances, probably many kilometers. However, being thin they cooled and solidified
rapidly upon stopping, possibly in only a few days or weeks. On the other hand, the
great lava lake beneath the thin flows was well insulated by the Seven Days Work
Member and stayed liquid for a long time, probably centuries or more.
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Finally, a very large dike breakout produced the thick upper basalt of the Ashburton
Head Member. We can assume that the upper members were not very stable above
the liquid lower member, and the wide sags, tilts, and synclines we see in the upper
members, as well as faults, formed during this time. As the whole package cooled and
solidified, the lower Southwest Head Member formed columns through its entire
thickness (more than 100 m), the solid Seven Days Work flows stayed as they were,
and the upper Ashburton Head Member formed a colonnade and entablature as in
many other basaltic lava flows.
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More sandstone formations were deposited over the basalts in the early part of the
Jurassic Period, and great faults around and within the region, along with several km
of erosion, separated the Grand Manan Basin from other basins in the Bay of Fundy.
Similar tectonic events created the pattern of Mesozoic basins with exposures of
basalts that we see today along eastern North America and around the central
Atlantic Ocean. Other basins contain huge basaltic lava flows of the same type and
age as ours, but none are so monstrous big, and none have a 3-member division like
our Fundy basalt.
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